Abstract-In semiconductor manufacturing, the throughout analysis and robot action sequence are crucial for multi-cluster tools scheduling problems. This paper studies a general robot scheduling problem for multi-cluster tools with the single-arm robot and buffer process modules. Firstly, the scheduling model with constraints of processing module and robots transport is addressed. Secondly, the lower bound of cycle time is theoretically proved. And based on decomposition idea, the heuristic scheduling method, which produces robot action sequence by virtue of random processing time and cycle time, is proposed. Finally, the superiority of the proposed method is proved simulation results.
INTRODUCTION
With the advent of technology for 300mm wafers, the industry starts to apply multi-cluster tools to process wafers. Owing to residency time constraints, reentrant processing, and resource constraints, the existing scheduling methods can not satisfy the complexity of multi-cluster tools scheduling problems. Therefore, to study scheduling model and methods for multi-cluster tools is significance for the development of semiconductor device industry [1] .
Recently, the study on single cluster tools scheduling has been mature. However, there are few researches on multicluster tools scheduling problem. Geismar H et al. [2] studied multi-arms scheduling problem, the simulations showed that Pull strategy and LCM strategy could help 87% problems to get optimum solutions. Ding S W et al. [3] applied event graph and network flow methods to study multi-cluster tools scheduling problem, and decreased search space by grouping. Yi J G et al. [4] divided multi-cluster tools into several single devices by decomposition, and presented improved Pull strategy and Swap strategy for minimizing cassette awaiting time. Chan W K et al. [5] extended the research [4] and considered processing of multi-cluster tools devices as k wafers cycle processing procedure. The above researches mainly concentrated on the throughput analysis for multi-cluster tools devices in steady state without considering residency time. Some papers [6] [7] [8] [9] studied single cluster tools scheduling problem with residency constraints. Unfortunately, the researches [10, 11] had pointed that the complexity of cluster tools scheduling problem made those current methods cannot be directly used in scheduling. Although paper [1] has studied single cluster tools scheduling problem and proposed a stepback tracking real time scheduling method which unfortunately is not a cyclic scheduling method.
Based on the above researches, this paper studied cyclic scheduling problem for multi-cluster tools with residency time constraints and single-arm robot and constructed scheduling model which consists of constraints of processing module and robots transport. This paper also theoretically verified the lower limits for production cycle and presented a heuristic scheduling method based on decomposition idea.
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTIONS AND DEFINITION
Multi-cluster tools consist of several wafer processing devices and robot transfer devices. Fig.1 showed a multicluster tools which coupled with three single cluster tools by buffer module. The wafers of same type enter input loadlock by vacuum robots according to recipe, and visit every chamber in sequence and return to the output loadlock after cooling. Single-arm robots move and rotate up and down to handle wafers between loadlocks, processing module and buffer module. The buffer module is a one-way shared space which has capacity for processing, so it is also called buffer processing module.
To have a better description for multi-cluster tools scheduling problem, the basic definition and hypothesis follows. (1) The wafers in input load can always reach the position, and the completed wafer will be returned back to output loadlock. ( 2) The wafer transport module has single-arm robot and transport one wafer at a time. (3) T is cycle time.
The object of scheduling is to minimized cycle time:
min T From the hypothesis (2) it can be learned that the difference between wafer's start time or finish time in any processing module is necessarily larger than the sum of durations that robot activities, so there is , , , ,
, , , ,
The action of single arm robot transport wafer from position 1 j − to j is a continuous procedure which consists of unloading, transport, waiting and load. So there is , +1
, , ,
From the hypothesis (3) and (4), the actual duration of wafer in processing module is necessarily larger than the lead time, and less than residency time, so , , , , , , , , ,
, , , , , , , , , , , ,
Where formulas (1) to (3) are robot transport constraints, formulas (4) to (6) are processing module temporal constraints.
III. THE ANALYSIS OF CYCLIC SCHEDULING PROCEDURE
For multi-cluster tools in steady state, the procedure of processing wafers is a cyclic repeating procedure that processing module and robot cyclically repeat the actions of processing and transportation. According to scheduling resources, the cycle time of steady scheduling is classified cycle time into processing module ( Owing to no buffers between processing modules, the problem is analogous to scheduling for n-stage serial stream line jobs. When system reaches steady stage, the productivity of every module is equal to robots' productivity. Therefore, the cycle time T is: 
Considering the first argument of equation (10), from formula (9) it can be known that , , , , In summary, the max of three arguments presents the lower bound of cycle time.
IV. THE HEURISTIC SCHEDULING METHOD
The scheduling problem for cluster tools with residency time constraints is NP-hard problem. In order to effectively solve presented model, a heuristic scheduling method based on decomposition idea is proposed. The details are described as follows:
Step1 Letting 
Step4 Calculate , , , F i j k t as formula (13), and sort the result sequences in ascending order.
, , , , , , , mod , 1, ,
Step5 According to , , , Step7 In order to get final schedule for multi-cluster tools, It is needed to assemble the feasible scheduling results. Simulations are run for each of three different configurations of the 18-position multi-cluster tools. For a given data set, each position's 100 processing duration and residency duration are generated as realizations of a normal random variable with a fixed mean and standard deviation. If a random value is less than ten, it is set to ten for the simulation. For each configuration, five different sets of means that are 0. As shown as TABLE , R is larger than others when the mean proportion equal to 0.5. The reason is that the duration of bottleneck processing modules with proportion 0.5 is larger than the ones with other proportions. It will lead to transport insufficiency and more delay time of wafers on positions, even no feasible schedules.
If mean proportion is larger than 1.0, the lead time of every position will be increased, and robots gain sufficient capacity to transport wafers, therefore, small R is got relatively. Track system, which consists of coater device and develop device, is a processing automatic system in semiconductor manufactory. As shown as fig.2 and TABLE , the first generation of track system comprises 11 positions, 24 processing modules and 3 robots, and the second generation production has 16 positions, 31 processing modules and 4 robots.
B. The simulation of Track system
The processing duration is between 40 seconds and 130 seconds, residency duration is between 20 seconds and 50 seconds. According to actual data of two generations of track system, the result shows good performance of presented method, as it is shown in TABLE , small R (4.48% and 3.10% respectively) is got relatively. 
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper studies a general robot scheduling problem for multi-cluster tools with constraints of residency time and single-arm robots, and presents the heuristic scheduling method based on decomposition idea. The simulation results indicate that the proposed method is feasible and valid.
